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ALTA kicks off 20th
Anniversary with packed
screenings of ‘The First Grader’
for students, tutors and
sponsors
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NEW TUTORS
At the end of our tutor
recruitment drive, 250 interested
persons had been interviewed.
Thanks to Camille, Claire,
Rosemarie, Brenda, Jeanette,
Cheryl, Carla, Sara, Gloria, JudyAnn, Inga, Marilyn, Lystra and
Earlyn for interviewing each
prospective tutor.
Reminders
Tutor-Coordinator
Meetings:
March 23rd - May 5th Class
coordinators will meet with their
tutors
to
review
student
evaluation.
Download
the
evaluation forms in ‘easy-fill’
format from www.alta-tt.org.
Remember:
• Submit evaluations two weeks
before the end of Term 3 (by
June 22nd) to allow time for
certificates to be printed for
the end of term. It would be a
great help if you enter your
students’ evaluations directly
onto the online database.
Check with your coordinator
for guidelines. Remember to
report on all students on the
Term 1 class register.
• Submit attendance registers as
soon as possible: enter directly
into the ALTA online database
or download this as Excel
worksheets from ALTA website
and e-mail to ALTA.
th
• Term 3 runs from Mon 16
th
April – Fri 6 July with end-oflevel
function
awarding
certificates the following week.

ALTA FOUNDER & CEO NAMED AS ANTHONY N
SABGA CARIBBEAN 2012 LAUREATE
Caribbean luminaries including T&T’s Paula Lucie-Smith — Public &
Civic Contributions, St Vincent’s Prof Leonard O’Garro — Science &
Technology (a plant pathologist), and Guyana’s George Simon —
Arts & Letters (an archaeologist and painter) have been named as
The Anthony N Sabga Caribbean 2012 Laureates. Michael Mansoor,
chairman of the ANSA Caribbean Awards’ regional Eminent Persons
Panel selection committee made the announcement of the ANSA
Caribbean Laureates at the Tatil Building, Port-of-Spain.
He said: “We have contributed $7.5 million to advance the work of
our Laureates. Each year we review the biographies of several
distinguished Caribbean achievers and it has been our experience
that there is an abundance of talent and a surprisingly large number
of individuals who pursue careers of excellence without great
fanfare.” Mansoor also said each Laureate will receive a grant, a
medal, and a citation at a ceremony in Port-of-Spain on May 5th.
Addressing illiteracy
Paula Lucie-Smith is the founder and
CEO of the Adult Literacy Tutors
Association, ALTA, an organisation
which identified an enormous
unacknowledged social problem of
widespread illiteracy in Trinidad &
Tobago, and the West Indies, and has
taken significant steps to deal with it.
Lucie-Smith, a national scholarship
winner from St Joseph’s Convent, Portof-Spain, attended Warwick University,
Paula Lucie-Smith ALTA
and the University of Leicester Founder & CEO
(pronounced Lester) in England where
she took a first degree in History, and a Post Graduate Certificate in
Education. She started her career as a secondary school teacher in
Trinidad, at the St Augustine Senior Comprehensive School from
1983-1987. In 1990, she began teaching an adult literacy class of
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about 20 people on a volunteer basis, and in 1992, formed ALTA,
to offer free literacy training to adults, and to train literacy tutors.
ALTA’s programmes have since grown in number and spread
across the country and region.
Today, classes are offered at 50 venues throughout Trinidad, 59
tutor training courses have been run, and ALTA has collaborated
with Servol, the Ministry of Education, the National Library of
Trinidad and Tobago, and the prison system. The organisation has
also been invited to conduct literacy training in Grenada, St
Vincent and the Grenadines, and Antigua and Barbuda.
What makes ALTA unique is that all the teaching and training
materials
are
produced by ALTA
to
be
locally
relevant and to
stimulate
and
engage
local
participants. Over
the last 20 years
Mrs
Lucie-Smith
ALTA Workbooks
has written and
published
more
than 60 books for teachers and students ranging from the 118page ALTA tutor training handbook to 8-page predictable books
for beginner readers. This involvement in the production of
learning materials has allowed ALTA’s mission to expand from
literacy to include teaching life skills and building communities.
ALTA has been recognised locally and internationally by
institutions like UNESCO, the University of the West Indies, the
Government of Canada and the Government of Trinidad and
Tobago. Luice-Smith has been awarded the Hummingbird Medal
(Gold) in 2001, and ALTA was selected as a “model for replication
worldwide” by UNESCO in 2008.
Michelle Loubon,
Trinidad Guardian, Sunday 19 February, 2012
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ALTA PUBLICATIONS
Beginner Repeater Programme
Paula
has
completed
the
Beginner Repeater Programme
designed for beginners who can
identify and write the letters of
the alphabet. The emphasis is on
blending sounds and word
building with phonic cards,
spelling and reading using the
Beginner Reader 1 & 2.
ALTA Adult Workbook 5 A
Programme was published in
January and Bk 6 will be ready for
Term 3, finally completing the
new Level 3 programme.
IBM READING
COMPANION IS HERE!
The ALTA - IBM contract is signed
so we are set to introduce
students to the web-based IBM
Reading
Companion
voicerecognition software at ALTA ’s
Belmont Reading Circle at the
start of Term 3. Later we plan to
introduce at the Arima and San
Fernando offices, as well as the
Rotary Port of Spain’s Computer
facility at the Princess Elizabeth
Home. Encourage your students
to come use the Reading
Companion as it can provide the
practice needed to jump to the
next ALTA level. If you are
computer literate, email or call
Joanne (624-2582) to volunteer
to guide students with this easyto-use programme.

ALTA’S 20TH ANNIVERSARY
EVENTS - MARK YOUR
CALENDAR
Follow us on facebook & twitter
for details on venue and times.
•

•

•

•
•

20TH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATIONS
The First Grader
Across the nation, ALTA hosted screenings of the acclaimed
National Geographic film “The First Grader” for tutors and
students - NALIS Port of Spain, International School of Port of
May ALTA polos and lady’s Spain, ALTA Belmont office, UWI St. Augustine, Arima Town Hall,
v-neck T-shirts available at all Sangre Grande Public Library, CEPEP Company Building
three ALTA offices.
Chaguanas, Naparima Girls High School San Fernando, Point
Sat 7 June Deadline to submit Fortin Anglican School.
student and tutor writing for
consideration in
20th The film is set in Kenya and based on the true story of an 84-yearanniversary magazine
old former Mau Mau fighter who attends primary school to learn
Sat 30 June Annual tutor to read and write, despite protests from his village.
meeting, 9am-12noon. Guest
Over 700 students and tutors came together to see this inspiring
speaker
Ramona
Khan,
Building
Effective
Teams film, which also served to build the ALTA sense of community. A
Within ALTA. Remember to specially designed lesson meant that The First Grader became a
bring eats or drinks to share! springboard for students to write about their own journey to
Wed 5 Sept Launch of 20th reading and writing and an opportunity to have their writing
featured in the ALTA magazine.
anniversary magazine.
Sat 20 Oct ALTA’s AGM and
Long
Service
Award
Ceremony, Century Ballroom,
Queen’s Park Oval 5 pm.

REFRESHERS FOR
2012-13 TUTORS:8am-4pm
Tutors, we want you teaching at
ALTA next year! Tell your
coordinator as soon as possible if
you are continuing and hold one of
the dates to attend your refresher:
Office

Dates

Belmont

Sat 18 & Wed 22 Aug
Lev 1 & 2

South

Sat 25 Aug Lev 1 & 2

Belmont

Sat 25 Aug Lev 3

Belmont

Fri 14 & Sat 15 Sept
All Beginner tutors

ALTA Students & tutors at movie showing in NALIS

A showing for sponsors and past tutors on Sat 24 March saw a
small but warm gathering including our chairman and faithful
patron. Two stalwarts from the early 90s, Ann Mofford Benjamin
and Lorna Lange, made the trek from South and rekindled their
interest in ALTA. Very special thanks to the two students who
after the movie read their writing - to resounding applause,
having moved many present to tears.
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Bocas Lit Fest: Thurs 26th – Sun 29th April
www.bocaslitfet.com
NGC Bocas Lit Fest, after a successful
first year in 2011, has extended a
special invitation to ALTA students
and tutors to attend the second
event, which promises to be packed
with entertaining and thoughtprovoking sessions. This literary
festival is a celebration of words and ideas, with a Caribbean
focus and international scope. The 2012 festival brings together
readers and writers from Trinidad and Tobago, the Caribbean,
and the wider world for readings, talks, performances,
workshops, discussions and film screenings.
Bocas Lit Fest is a great opportunity to awaken the joy of reading
in ALTA students, from beginner to Level 3. Hearing renowned
authors read their work has the words leaping off the page and
the power to excite a love of reading.
But ALTA is invited to do more than attend. On Sat 28th, 2-4pm
Bocas plans to screen The First Grader and at the end to
showcase ALTA by having students read their writing inspired by
the movie. Contact Mariella if one of your students is willing to
read their writing.
Tutors and Level 3 students may also participate in the daily
Bocas Lit Fest writing workshops (10-12am and 1-4pm). The first
workshop on Thursday morning is “Getting Started” which
instructs writers on how to find their subject and voice. Preregistration and pre-payment of $60 per workshop is required.
EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE WORKSHOP
As in past years, educational psychologist Ramona Khan delivered
an excellent one-day workshop on Sat. 17 March for ALTA tutors
and coordinators. The workshop addressed the issues that we
don’t have time for on the ALTA training - building relationships
and conflict resolution, ending with a very practical role playing of
conflict resolution. Look out for Ramona’s session next year!
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TRAINING: NEW TUTORS
Venue

APR

MAY

Belmont
Sat

21, 28

5,12,19,26

Arima
Tues

24

1,8,15,22,29

San F’do
Thurs

26

3,10,17,24,31

THANKS TO SPONSORS
• Grant from the National Gas
Company for ALTA classes in
Balmain Couva Community
Centre, Couva South Government Primary School, Curepe
Holy Saviour Anglican Church.
•

Republic Bank through its
“Power to Make a Difference
Programme” has pledged its
continued support to ALTA’s
Reading Circles and Port of
Spain classes.

•

United Way Trinidad and
Tobago continues its partnership with ALTA by sponsorship
of our South Trinidad classes
with a grant .

•

Software
requested
from
Microsoft’s
Cybergrants
donation programme was received. Upgrades to our Microsoft Server, Microsoft Office
Professional and Windows 7
and Vista will be utilised to
make ALTA’s administrative
functions more efficient.

TTRA WORKSHOP
Trinidad and Tobago Reading
Association (TTRA) workshops:
Brain-Based Learning with a
Focus on Literacy
Thurs 12th April Hyatt Regency
Fri 13th April Hilton Trinidad
Presenter: Dr. Kathy Perez
St Mary’s College, California
$300 per workshop
$500 both workshops
$350 on-site per workshop
Registration forms available
at ALTA Belmont.
For more info:
Vittoria de la Grenade 637-3297:
Suzanne Nunez 449-3886;
ttra82@gmail.com
DYSLEXIA ASSOCIATION
TRAINING COURSES AT
•

•

•

ALTA BELMONT
Mon 2nd- Thurs 5th Apr
Teaching comprehension
“Visualizing & Verbalizing”
Mon 9th - Fri 27th July
Training in “Methods for
Teaching Dyslexics”
th

th

Mon 6 -10 Aug
LiPS - Study of in-depth
phonological awareness

Tutors interested in any of these
courses should apply soon to the
Dyslexia Association of T&T:
625-5869; info@dyslexiatt.org

HANDOVER
ALTA welcomes tutor, class coordinator
and trainer Marlene Charles onto our staff
as she adds the roles of Contract Branch
Manager and Regional Coordinator for
South and North East. Marlene’s
combination of teaching and management
Marlene Charles
experience have already made a significant impact.
Some of Marlene’s roles have been passed on from Marilyn
Rampersad Talma. Our thanks to Marilyn who has served ALTA
well over many years - volunteer tutor 1995-2002, first South
office manager, first Youth Lit manager and long-term tutor
trainer. Marilyn was one of the first coordinators when ALTA
introduced class coordinators in 1999 and, luckily for ALTA, has
promised to continue with class coordinating.
NEW ALTA PARTNERSHIPS
MYPART 22 cadets of MYPART (Military Led Youth Programme of
Apprenticeship and Reorientation Training) at the Old Mausica
Teachers’ Training College began ALTA instruction on March 6th,
2012. Tutors Kamla Williams and Nicole Opadeyi teach Level 1
and Level 2 respectively on Tues & Wed 6.30 -8.30pm & Sat
mornings. Cadets will complete one literacy level by the end of
July. Mary McBurnette started the shorter Spelling Programme
with 10 cadets in mid-March. In mid-March MYPART integrated
ALTA within the first year of their 3- year programme with 39 out
of the 66 cadets assessed starting ALTA Level 1, 2 or spelling. Call
Marlene Charles, 750-1093, if interested in MYPART teaching.
UNION CLAXTON BAY SEC Recognising that students were
struggling with reading and writing, Union Claxton Bay Secondary
Form 1 Dean Addita Mohammed and Principal Leo Nanan lobbied
to introduce the ALTA Programme. With approval from the
Ministry of Education to use school funds, on 18th Jan 16 Form 1
students began ALTA Level 1 or 2. ALTA tutors Kasi Senghor (Level
1) and Deborah O’Neil (Level 2) are already in Workbook 2.
Coordinator Carla Mohammed reports that students have settled
down and are now engaged and interested in the ALTA lessons.
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LYSTRA TURNS AUTHOR
Lystra Hazarie, ALTA tutor, coordinator,
trainer, was a contributing writer in the
book “Connecting The Literacy Puzzle:
Linking Personal, and Social Perspectives”
edited by Joanne Kilgour Dowdy and Sandra
Golden. The book is a diverse compilation
of perspectives on women and literacy.
Lystra’s chapter gives an eye opening
glimpse into graduate ALTA student
Rhonda’s journey of leading her 5 daughters and herself through
numerous barriers in her unrelenting quest for education. Lystra’s
chapter was vivid and inspiring.
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 2011
Mrs. Hassanali and 55 tutors attended ALTA’s AGM at Belmont
Sat 22nd October. All members of the board, who are ALTAtrained tutors with three still active in the classroom, were reelected. Their combined expertise and experience are a remarkable asset to ALTA.
Chairman: Hetty Sarjeant
Secretary: Gem Rowe
Treasurer: Hamilton T. Padmore
Legal Officer: Marise Warner

PRO: Brenda De Silva
CEO: Paula Lucie-Smith

BG COMPUTER TRAINING
For the fourth year, BG is offering
two free introductory computer
classes to tutors and students.
Participants must attend on both
days. Certificates awarded at the
end of the sessions.
Date: Sat June 16th & 23rd
Venue: BG Office, St Clair Ave,
Port of Spain
Time: 9am -12 noon
Submit names to Joanne at the
Belmont office by May 18th.
WORLD PEACE FESTIVAL
Bliss Yoga hosts the Trinidad and
Tobago World Peace Festival on
Sat 9th June, 10am-10pm at
NAPA, POS. ALTA will be hosting
an information booth. Call
Mariella at ALTA if willing to do a
shift at the booth.

CONDOLENCES
ALTA offers condolences to:
•
Trainer Lystra Hazarie on the
death of her mother.
•
Phyllis Ayoung Chee on the
death of her husband.
•
The family of ALTA tutor
Fereza Condrington who
taught for 7 years with ALTA.
•
The Yorke family on the
death of past ALTA tutor,
workplace tutor, coordinator
and office administrator
Beverley Yorke.
From left re-elected ALTA Board and patron: Marise Warner, Paula
Lucie-Smith, Mrs Zalayhar Hassanali, Hetty Sarjeant, Gem Rowe,
Brenda De Silva, Tim Padmore.
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literate mothers are better able to take care of
their own health and that of their children.

EDUCATION WITHOUT BORDERS
HRH Princess Laurentien of The Netherlands,
UNESCO’s Special Envoy on Literacy for Development
Condensed

It is by demonstrating these benefits of literacy to
all kinds of other areas of social participation and
economic activity that we create a demand for
literacy. Companies need more skilled workers,
environmentalists need literate citizens to get
their support for environmental regulations… to
name just a few examples.

Literacy is about much more than the technique of
reading and writing; it’s about self-esteem,
happiness and feeling included. So literacy is about
empowerment and gains for individuals,
communities and societies. Literacy is a
precondition for achieving our society’s ambitions
on competitiveness, healthy living, sustainability,
social inclusion and active citizenship.

By showing how relevant literacy is, others have
no choice but to take co-ownership. This will
hopefully lead to greater and more sustainable
investments in literacy efforts. We need to
engage a variety of players in society, also
especially from outside the educational sector.
Policy makers, politicians, business
leaders...decision makers who may not think at
first glance that literacy is their concern.

We know that this is not a “quick fix” issue.
Breaking the vicious circle of shame and taboo, and
reaching the right people takes time. We should be
concerned that literacy organisations around the
world are not reaching more adults; and too many
children leave school with difficulties in reading
and writing. The figures support these concerns: in
less than two years time, the UN Literacy Decade
comes to an end. Its goal was to contribute to the
50% reduction world-wide of adult literacy. The
way it looks now, we’re not likely to reach more
than 34% in the regions with the highest illiteracy
rates. To date we’re looking at nearly 760 million
functionally illiterate adults across the world, with
7-25% of the adult European population having low
reading and writing skills.

When addressing literacy in the context of the
literacy chain, we should view literacy starting
from birth. Adult learning is inextricably linked
with preventing children from being illiterate. A
child raised by literate parents has a higher
chance of personal development and success of
becoming an active citizen. If you want to educate
a village, educate the mothers. The notion of the
literacy chain goes beyond formal education
because a learner is also an employee, a voter,
and a consumer. Someone’s environment
provides unlimited learning chances. Not putting
them to good use means lost opportunities. So we
need it all: early childhood development, universal
primary education, secondary and vocational
education and adult learning. To make this a
reality we need to work together and not be
tempted to compete for attention and funding
among different parts of the literacy chain.

With such statistics we have to look at ourselves in
the mirror and admit that we cannot go on with
“Business as usual”. We need to do more with less
resources. The question is how?
Literacy transforms individuals, communities,
entire social structures and societies. Farmers can
get better prices for their crops once they learn to
read and write; newly literate adults who open
bank accounts can better manage their finances;
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